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Irresistible fun for the littlest readers, who will love getting to boop each snoot! How
many of these snoots could a baby boop? Adorable art paired with fun-to-read text
shows tots all of the ways they can boop a snoot—as in: poke cute animal noses! They
can boop one snoot or two snoots, slow snoots and fast snoots. This interactive board
book begs to be poked and prodded as toddlers learn to boop the snoot! From the
author-illustrator of the Shelby & Watts chapter book series, Ashlyn Anstee, comes the
cutest new board book that will have kids and their guardians bowled over with giggles.
Red is an important color to animals. The mandrill ape with the most red on his face will
be the leader of the group. The healthier a rooster is the brighter its comb is. Red
Animals will help readers understand that colors in nature are not just for beauty, but
sometimes have more important purposes. Included in this title is a color wheel
showing primary and secondary colors and their relationships. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Jelly Bean the giraffe loves her forest and her friends—even if she's too tall to play on
the forest floor. She also loves napping with her head in the trees. But when Mama Bird
decides Jelly Bean is the perfect place for her nest, the giraffe suddenly has a big
responsibility as she waits for the baby birds to hatch. Can Jelly Bean be patient and
still enough, day and night? Yes, with a little help from her friends. Working with collage
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and torn tissue paper, Toni Yuly brings charm and humor to her bold, colorful artwork in
this gentle story about friendship, The Jelly Bean Tree.
Learn all about the lives and habits of baby giraffes.
Red Animals
Baby Giraffes at the Zoo
Blue and Bertie
Giraffes

WHY? Get answers to all the questions you have about nature!
In the wide, shining world there is so much to see, and Twiga is curious. But Twiga's tall, tall
Mama wants her baby to stay close, stay safe from the dangers that lurk near each irresistible
sweet smell and sparkling sight that Twiga finds. With lyrical text and enchanting illustrations,
this story of a mother's love will soothe and delight readers of all ages.
"In this book, young readers will learn about color using animal as guides."-The perfect book to read before bathtime--a new Little Golden Book about the different ways
animals keep themselves clean. Tigers love to soak in a cold lake or stream. Macaques relax in
hot water steam! Beavers comb their fur to remove what's cruddy. Rhinos roll around in a
bath that's muddy! This delightful rhyming Little Golden Book shares fun facts about how
bunnies, zebras, cats, elephants, and many other animals keep themselves clean. Young boys
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and girls will love comparing their bathtime to those of the adorable animals in this new book
from New York Times bestselling author Diane Muldrow (Everything I Need to Know I
Learned From a Little Golden Book series) and beloved illustrator David Walker (How Do
Penguins Play?, Bears on Chairs).
Naps
A Little Giraffe's First Day on Earth
Write TIME for Kids: Level K Informative/Explanatory Teacher's Guide
The Jelly Bean Tree
Naptime
Playtime with Sophie is a delightful book about best-selling teether,
Sophie the Giraffe. Inside is a charming little story about playtime
at Sophie's house, featuring Sophie and her five special friends.
Sophie plays with each friend in turn, bouncing a ball, riding in a
train, sailing a boat, stacking bricks, and tapping a xylophone.
Finally, Sophie blows bubbles, and everyone plays together. This DK
Sophie la Girafe book is perfect for reading to a baby or a toddler.
Simple text and repetition of the letter 'n' help readers learn how to
use this sound. Additional features to aid comprehension include a
word list for review, a note to parents and educators, and an
introduction to the author.
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Traces the cultural history of the giraffe, includes ancient and
contemporary descriptions, and studies the impact of giraffes on the
human imagination
Simple text and illustrations shows how the creatures of the animal
kingdom settle down to sleep.
Animal Colors
What They Mean
A Story of Sleep
Our Myth of Measured Time
All about Doctors
Join the Berenstain Bears as they celebrate two autumn holidays -Halloween and Thanksgiving -- and discover that there's so much to
appreciate all year long!
Thumpy, thumpy, thumpy, thump! Here comes Thumpy Feet! He eats,
cleans, plays, hunts, and naps. And he'll win his way into your
heart! The onomatopoeic text follows a fun-loving, food-loving, selfsatisfied cat as he enjoys the simple pleasures of his daily routine.
Reminiscent of East Asian ink wash paintings, the illustrations not
only reproduce Thumpy Feet's exquisite movement but also his very
essence. Masterful compositions -- balanced, varied, and often
surprising -- capture the reader's attention and arouse his or her
emotions: joy, anticipation, and love at first sight!
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Snakes use the color green to sleep in trees safely. Tree sloths move
so slow that algae grows on them and turns them green! Green Animals
will help readers understand that colors in nature are not just for
beauty, but sometimes have more important purposes. Also included in
this title is a color wheel showing primary and secondary colors and
their relationships. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards.
Introduction What a Giraffe Looks Like Where Giraffes Live What
Giraffes Eat How Giraffes Drink How Giraffes Sleep Giraffes and Their
Babies How Giraffes Talk Types of Giraffes Please Take Care of Me
Come To Visit Me (at the Zoo) Some Interesting Facts Conclusion
Publisher Introduction Giraffes are so adorable looking; people
cannot help but love them. So let's go explore the African Savanna
and learn about this amazing animal, the giraffe.
Giraffes For Kids - Amazing Animal Books For Young Readers
Green Animals
Giraffe Extinction
A Little Book About Nap Time
The One Year Book of Did You Know Devotions for Kids

"A small boy says so many 'good mornings' that by the time he is done, it's nap
time!"-How Do Giraffes Take Naps?Golden Books
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Naps are just a little break—but when it’s naptime, many toddlers have trouble
settling into sleep. This calming, encouraging book helps young children quiet
down so they can get the rest they need. Eyes are closed, lights are
dimmed…and (yawn, s-t-r-e-t-c-h) before little ones know it, it’s time to wake up.
Cozy illustrations enhance the text. An award-winning author/illustrator team
offers a fresh look at the times and transitions all toddlers face daily, giving
young children the tools to handle routines with confidence and cooperation.
Part of the Toddler Tools series, Naptime can be shared before (or during) the
desired “time,” or whenever toddlers need encouragement with routines.
Includes tips for parents and caregivers.
Big Bird knows doctors keep him healthy and strong. Join Big Bird and the rest
of the Sesame Street cast as they celebrate these important community helpers!
The Berenstain Bears Fall Family Fun
My First Book about Giraffes
Sophie la Girafe: Playtime with Sophie
If I Were A Kangaroo
The Sound of N
What do you call a baby giraffe? What does it eat? What does it do? Where
can you see a baby giraffe? At the zoo, of course! Adorable color
photographs and fun facts keep readers entertained while still introducing
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them to certain aspects of the life of a baby giraffe at the zoo.
"Fourteen animals are featured in this delightful poem, including the
cuddly koala, the hairy anteater, and the wise owl. Natural history notes
explain how each animal sleeps, from the magnificent frigatebird that
sleeps while flying hundreds of feet above the sea to the walrus that sleeps
with its tusks anchored in floating ice. Illustrator Laurie Caple has captured
these dozing animals in whimsical watercolors that will help any weary
child fall to sleep with a smile. Treat your children, grandchildren, and
yourself to this sure winner of a bedtime story."-A tour of clocks throughout the centuries—from the sandglass to the
telomere—to reveal the physical, biological, and social nature of time What
is time? This question has fascinated philosophers, mathematicians, and
scientists for thousands of years. Why does time seem to speed up with
age? What is its connection with memory, anticipation, and sleep cycles?
Award-winning author and mathematician Joseph Mazur provides an
engaging exploration of how the understanding of time has evolved
throughout human history and offers a compelling new vision, submitting
that time lives within us. Our cells, he notes, have a temporal awareness,
guided by environmental cues in sync with patterns of social interaction.
Readers learn that, as a consequence of time’s personal nature, a fortyPage 7/20
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eight-hour journey on the Space Shuttle can feel shorter than a six-hour
trip on the Soyuz capsule, that the Amondawa of the Amazon do not have
ages, and that time speeds up with fever and slows down when we feel in
danger. With a narrative punctuated by personal stories of time’s effects
on truck drivers, Olympic racers, prisoners, and clockmakers, Mazur’s
journey is filled with fascinating insights into how our technologies, our
bodies, and our attitudes can change our perceptions. Ultimately, time
reveals itself as something that rides on the rhythms of our minds. The
Clock Mirage presents an innovative perspective that will force us to
rethink our relationship with time, and how best to use it.
Sloth wants to nap. Rabbit doesn't. Who will win in the end? For every
parent who's struggled to get their child to nap, But First, We Nap is a
hilarious book to replace the naptime wrestle.
A Read-Along Book
Red Pandas
Tall Blondes
Thumpy Feet
How Do Giraffes Take Naps?
A magical tale of finding friendship where you least expect it. Bertie the
giraffe's life runs over very straight lines. He always has the same breakfast.
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He always takes the same stroll. He always naps under the same tree. But wait a minute - who's this under the tree today? A blue giraffe? Blue?!
Kristyna studied Illustration at Edinburgh College of Art and graduated in
2010. She now lives in a beautiful village in Yorkshire where she is heavily
reliant on the good old pencil and a great big cup of tea to keep her going,
whilst habitually singing, or twiddling her hair. Her first picture book, Flint's
Odd Socks, followed by Chickens Can't See In The Dark were highly
commended for the Macmillan Prize two year's running.
"Why, Mama, Why," asks Little Giraffe as she tries to make sense of the new
world around her. Little Giraffe is new to the world and she has all kinds of
questions for Mother Giraffe. Sometimes the answers are easy and sometimes
they're hard. It doesn't take long for Little Giraffe to realize that life is full of
lessons and Mother Giraffe is a loving guide.
Abigail loves to count. It is her very favourite thing. But when she tries
counting Zebra’s stripes and Cheetah’s spots, they just won’t sit still. It's
hopeless! What will Abigail do? A beautiful book by award-winning authorillustrator Catherine Rayner, full of gorgeous illustrations of Abigail the giraffe
and her friends Cheetah and Zebra. Abigail is a perfect bedtime read with a
stunning fold-out night sky ending. Shortlisted for the 2014 Kate Greenaway
Medal! Catherine Rayner is the winner of the 2009 CILIP Kate Greenaway
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Medal for Harris Finds His Feet and illustrator and author of Solomon
Crocodile and Augustus and his Smile.
A collection of interesting and sometimes silly facts that relates to a Bible
verse.
How Do You Go to Sleep?
Using Science and Technology to Save the Gentle Giants
Why Do Elephant Have Big Ears
Boop the Snoot
Giraffes Can't Sing
Table of Contents Introduction Camels --What is a camel? --What
kinds of camels are there? --Where do camels live? --The history
of camels and humans --What are camelids? --What do camels eat?
Camelops --Dromedary camel --Bactrian camel --Hybrid camels --A
little more on camels Armadillos --What is an armadillo? --How
do armadillos act? --The history of armadillos and humans --Ninebanded armadillo --Northern naked-tailed armadillo --Greater
fairy armadillo --Giant armadillo --Screaming hairy armadillo
--Pink fairy armadillo --A little more on the armadillo
Scorpions --The behavior of the scorpions --Habitats of the
scorpions --Biology of the animal --Reproduction --Food habits
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of the scorpions --Some deadly species of scorpions --Scorpions
and humans --Myths and stories about scorpions Elephants --About
Elephants --The Evolution of Elephants --Elephant Features
--Where Elephants Live --How Elephants Eat --How Elephants
Communicate --Life In The Herd --African Elephants --Asian
Elephants --Fun Elephant Facts Giraffes --Let’s Learn About
Giraffes (Features) --Giraffes and Their Home (Habitat) --What
do Giraffes Eat? --Are You Thirsty? How Giraffes Drink? --How
Giraffes Sleep? --Giraffes and Their Babies --How Giraffes
Communicate? --We Look the Same, But We are Not (Sub-species)
--Please Take Care of Me --Come visit giraffes in the zoo
--Interesting Facts about Giraffes Komodo Dragons --What is a
Komodo Dragon? --What do Komodo Dragons Look Like? --Where Do
Komodo Dragons Live? --The Komodo Dragon Home --The Komodo
Dragons Senses --What do Komodo Dragons Eat? --What Eats The
Komodo Dragon? --The Komodo Dagon Family --Komodo Dragons in
Captivity --Why Are Komodo Dragons Vulnerable? --When Komodo
Dragons Attack Meerkats --What do Meerkats Look Like? --Where Do
Meerkats Live --The Meerkat Home --What Do Meerkats Eat? --What
Animals Eat Meerkats? --The Meerkat Mob --The Meerkat Family
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--Meerkats Life Cycle --How do meerkats speak to each other? --A
Day in the Life of a Meerkat --Meerkat relatives --Meerkats in
Captivity --Did you know? Rhinos --About Rhinoceroses
--Characteristics --Behavior and Vocalization --Threats to
Rhinoceros --White Rhinoceros --Black Rhinoceros --Indian
Rhinoceros --Javan Rhinoceros --Sumatran Rhinoceros
--Interesting facts about the Rhinoceros --Rhinoceros in
different cultures Kangaroos --What is a kangaroo? --What kinds
of kangaroos are there? --The four kinds of big kangaroos --The
history of kangaroos and humans --Wallaroos --Wallabies --Tree
kangaroos --A little more on kangaroos Lizards --What is a
lizard? --What kinds of lizards are there? --Where do lizards
live? --The history of lizards and humans --What is a gecko?
--What is an iguana? --What is a horny toad? --A little more on
lizards About Snakes --Venomous Snakes --Most Dangerous Snakes
--Dangerous Snakes --Rattlesnakes --Molting --Garter Snakes
--How Can I Help Snakes? --Fun Facts about Snakes Conclusion
Publisher Introduction There are all sorts of deserts all over
the World, from the Savanna Desert in Africa, to the Outback in
Australia, and the dry deserts of the southwest in the United
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States. Since they are so hot, dry, and large, animals must
adapt in order to live in such a place. This book talks about
some of the animals that live in deserts, but there is many
more.
This Level 2 guided reader illustrates examples of patterns
found in sports equipment, fields, and uniforms. Students will
develop word recognition and reading skills while learning to
identify how repeating shapes, colors, or lines form a pattern.
A close relative of the giant panda, these dwarfed mammals claim
forest habitat as home. Red pandas have an extended wrist bone
that acts like a thumb, helping them climb trees where they
spend the majority of their time. Climb along with these furry
animals in this informational title for beginner readers.
Level 1 guided reader that introduces young students to the
concepts of shapes while supporting the development of reading
skills.
Where Does a Giraffe Go to Bed?
The GIANT Book on Desert Animals For Kids
Shapes Everywhere
Abigail
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It's Time to Take a Nap

Giraffes For Kids Amazing Animal Books For Young Readers
Bestselling author John Davidson presents "Giraffes For
Kids – Amazing Animal Books For Young Readers". Beautiful
Pictures and easy reading format will help children fall in
love with Giraffes. This is one of over 30 books in the
Amazing Animal Books for Young Readers Series. The series
is known as one of the most beautiful on ebooks. The
pictures look great even in black and white and are
excellent on the full color ereaders. Lots of facts and
photos will help your children learn about this wonderful
animal. Children are given a well-rounded understanding of
this beautiful animal: its anatomy, feeding habits and
behavior. *** You and your kids will love learning about
Giraffes*** Table of Contents Introduction Let’s Learn
About Giraffes (Features) Giraffes and Their Home (Habitat)
Chewing All Day Long. What Giraffes Eat? Are You Thirsty?
How Giraffes Drink? Nap Time! How Giraffes Sleep? The
Nursery - Giraffes and Their Babies Let’s Talk. How
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Giraffes Communicate? We Look The Same, But We are Not (Subspecies) Please Take Care of Me Come To Visit Me.
(Captivity) A Little Bit of Information - Interesting Facts
Conclusion Author Bio Introduction Let me introduce you to
one of the most beautiful and elegant animals in the
African savanna, they are majestic in appearance, with an
unusual body form and a peculiar gait, walking with pride,
monumental in height and so peaceful, its golden spotted
pattern skin shines as the sun in the savanna. The Giraffe!
You may have seen them at the zoo, as a tall plush toy in a
toy shop or maybe in a movie or cartoon. These adorable
creatures have a tender look that makes people want to hug
and nurture them. Together we will discover amazing facts
about giraffes. Where they live and how they live? What do
they eat? How they sleep? Which animals are their fiercest
predators and many other interesting facts about them, come
on, take your water bottle put on your explorer hat and
boots (don’t forget sun block too) and join me in this
fantastic journey through the African savanna. Are you
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ready? Let’s begin and enjoy your reading!
You are perfect, no matter what they say Everybody is
different, and even our 'imperfections' make us outstanding
and special. Here's what readers are already saying about
this amazing, inspiring kids book: "It's just so cool book
for kids all ages, and their parents too. " -- Jen "When it
comes to teaching children about bullying and kindness,
this book is just the best! There's a really good moral to
this story; it's a very positive, and encouraging book for
kids." -- Olivia "Sweet bedtime story, well-made, very
colorful and easy to read." -- Monica Our main hero is a
Giraffe that likes to sing karaoke. Poor Giraffe is bullied
by other animals because he looks so different. Too tall,
long neck and weird ears. One night he decides to sing for
other animals even if they judge him. All the animals are
amazed by the power of his voice. His ''long neck'' helps
him to produce the most amazing sound in the world.
Warning! Cuteness overload, so be ready! This book has a
great story and fantastic illustrations that will make you
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happier or just put a smile on your face. You and your kids
will love this book...grab it now while it's still
available at this discounted price.
THE BEDTIME BOOK SEQUEL TO THE DELIGHTFUL WHAT NOISE COMES
FROM A GIRAFFE? When it needs to rest a bird naps in a
nest.But where does a giraffe go to bed? Perfect for the
curious preschooler - now that we know what kind of noise
giraffes make, let's find out where they go to sleep.Authorillustrator Craig MacLean follows up his delightful debut
What Noise Comes From a Giraffe? with a book that is sure
to become a favourite at bedtime. AWARDS AND PRAISE FOR
WHAT NOISE COMES FROM A GIRAFFE?Shortlisted - 2016 Speech
Pathology Australia Book Awards'Perfect to read aloud particularly with the larger, clear text' - Buzz Words
Magazine'Allowing and promoting creativity, Craig MacLean's
silly but thoroughly enjoyable story will have children
giggling and guessing as they turn every page' - ReadPlus'A
great hit at story time for kindy kids' - 4MBS'Wonderful
repetition which will have the audience joining in very
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quickly' - My Book Burrow'The simple rhyming text, as well
as the bold and colourful illustrations, will quickly draw
children in' - Book Share Time
Quietly, without most people noticing, the population of
giraffes in the wild has decreased by nearly 40 percent
since 1985. Giraffes have disappeared entirely from seven
countries where they used to live. Researchers believe
fewer than 98,000 exist in the wild--fewer even than
endangered African elephants. In 2016, the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature added giraffes to the
organization's Red List of Threatened Species. What is
causing their disappearance? Overpopulation of humans in
giraffe habitats and illegal poaching. Learn about
giraffes' physical characteristics, habitats, and life
cycles; examine the dangers they face from humans and
climate change; and meet the scientists working to save
these gentle giants using technology and conservation
efforts.
Why Mama Why
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Patterns in Sports
But First, We Nap
A Book About Giraffes
A Touch and Feel Book
Lonk the Loooong Giraffe travels to the Grand Savannah, in search of a new life.
The problem? He literally stands out from the crowd because of his unusually long
neck. The other animals are unwilling to accept Lonk. One day, foraging for food,
he encounters several different creatures. Will they add to Lonk's heartache or will
they see him in a different light? A heartwarming story with wonderful illustrations
for young children about friendship, belonging, and problem-solving.
If I were a kangaroo, I'd pick you up and carry you In my pocket, sleepyhead, And
hop you gently off to bed. It's time for sleep, and this fun-to-read rhyming tale
envisions the bedtime rituals of animals from whales to otters, squirrels to gorillas.
So curl up, imagine your favorite animal, and...zzzzzzzzzzz.
Discover how different animals go to sleep in this rhyming picture book from a
veteran children's author! Follow along as three children learn about the bedtime
routines of squirrels, parrots, dolphins, and many more. Meerkats sleep in a stack.
Is that how these kids go to sleep? Or do they hibernate in snow all winter long like
frogs? Or maybe they sleep the day away like skunks? No, that can't be right! By
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the book's conclusion, the kids have imitated all kinds of animals who are portrayed
sleeping in their natural habitats, thanks to Sydney Hanson's charming illustrations.
Readers will recognize the way the human child eventually goes to sleep--with
stuffed animals, a bedtime story, and a kiss good night! A Bank Street Best Book of
the Year "Punctuated with zaniness, McMullan's litany nevertheless offers a quiet,
calming rhythm to help little ones nod off."--Kirkus "A bedtime book that will
soothe and please children and caregivers."--SLJ "A nice pairing with Diane
Muldrow's How Do Giraffes Take Naps?, Vin Vogel's Bedtime for Yeti, or Cari
Best’s I’m Brave! I’m Strong! I’m Five!, particularly for little ones looking for
comfort around sleeping in their own beds."--Booklist
How Do Bunnies Take Baths?
The Clock Mirage
Lonk the Loooong Giraffe
Sweet Dreams, Wild Animals!
Stay Close to Mama
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